
Release Notes for Public Patch Release #1119

(2012-09-21)

1. Origin Product/Version

OX6 v6.20.7 Rev 2

OXtender for Microsoft Outlook 1 6.18.18

Open-Xchange Updater 6.18.13

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release

This Patch Release fixes bugs for the following products:

• Open-Xchange Server 6
(Version: v6.20.7 Rev 3 built 2012-09-21)

• OXtender for Microsoft Outlook 1
(Version: 6.18.19)

• Open-Xchange Updater
(Version: 6.18.14)

3. Bugs Fixed with this Patch Release

    Open-Xchange Server 6

22851   AJP Connector sends ping before first request body chunk is sent
Abort keep-alive run if expected first request chunk has not been 
received so far.

22943   Java OutOfMemory error while trying to parse HTML e-mail
Limit max. size of parseable HTML content; configurable through 
'com.openexchange.html.maxLength'. Added a simple HTML sanitizing 
routine to detect & remove multiple occurrences of <html> tag.

22980   "marked as deleted mail" will be deleted after hitting refresh button
No "hidden" mailbox expunge anymore.

OXtender for Business Mobility and USM

22663   Conflict-Situation with Resources: Appointment could not be created 
because of conflicts (0x00460000)
USM reports now an error if the resource is busy on editing an 
appointment.

Open-Xchange Updater

22986   Saving empty credentials makes the OXUpdater unusable
Don't fail if no credentials are entered.

23011   Updating OXUpdater clears saved credentials
Don't delete credentials on update.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrators

Changes of Configuration Files

- none -

Changes of Database Schemes

- none -

Changes of Command Line Tools

- none -

Changes of Behavior

- none -

Changes of Packaging

- none -

Changes of Front-End Customizations

All CSS changes and a list of new and changed icons can be found on our wiki 
page documenting the Theme changes for each version: 
http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=ThemeChanges

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none -

Changes of the SOAP API

- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none -

Changes of the GUI-API

- none -
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6. Tests

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and 
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup.

In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed 
behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not 
expect other side effects.

7. Fixed Bugs

22851, 22943, 22980, 22663, 22986, 23011
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